CandyLipz : Consumers Line Up for New
Lip Enlargement Product
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., April 23, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — CandyLipz LLC
announces a new product – the Xtreme Lip-Shaper(R) System – that allows users
to naturally control the appearance and size of their lips. It’s no longer
necessary to experience expensive and invasive injections to achieve more
luscious and fuller lips.

Product users can enhance their upper, lower or both lips, so the lip
enhancement/enlargement system can create single or double-lobed lips. The
Xtreme Lip-Shaper(R) System includes a lip enhancing pump which is compact,
attractive and easy to use; in fact, it’s designed to be used hands-free,
making multi-tasking a breeze.
Lip enlarging pumps come in different sizes; the process takes two minutes
and results last up to two hours. This lip plumper works by creating the
perfect suction scenario. And, users may use the lip enlargement pump as many
times during the day as they wish after an initial conditioning period of
seven days.
“There is absolutely no other lip plumper of this kind which explains its
high demand and waiting list,” Thienna Ho, founder and inventor of the Xtreme
Lip-Shaper(R) System, says. “The product will be available early this summer
and is for males and females, 16 and older.”
Additionally, all lip enhancement pump parts are eco-friendly, non-toxic and
ultra-hypoallergenic.

“I always had beautiful lips until I was in my mid-30s when they began to
lose their youthful appearance,” Thienna says. “I consulted with plastic
surgeons, had temporary lip injections and more. The process was not only
expensive, but dissatisfying. I was pretty sure that I was not alone in my
frustration, so I set out to create a product that would be effective, less
expensive and easy to use.”
For more information: http://www.candylipz.com/.
To view before and after images, visit:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujsyoK6hTgI&feature=youtu.be .
About the Founder:
Thienna Ho is also the founder of THIENNA INC., a one-of-a-kind, sciencebased developer, manufacturer and marketer of the USA-patented FAIRSKIN line
of natural nutritional skin-care supplements. She is also the creator of The
Sulfur Diet and is one of the world’s leading experts in human skin color and
health.
Thienna has appeared on numerous television shows, radio broadcasts, and in
print and online publications.
Follow on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/mycandylipz .
Visit on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/mycandylipz .
* PHOTO Caption: The Xtreme Lip-Shaper(R) System by CandyLipz gives people
more luscious and fuller lips – naturally.
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